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KOHLER Comfort Height Toilets 

With a seat height comparable to that of a standard chair, KOHLER® Comfort Height toilets 

make sitting down and standing up easier for people of all ages and statures. Additionally, 

most Comfort Height toilets comply with the height requirements of the Americans with 

Disabilities Act. Available with a variety of performance-driven fl ushing technologies, Comfort 

Height toilets take comfort, performance and design to new heights.

What are the benefi ts of the different bowl shapes?

Round-front bowls require less space.

Elongated bowls provide added comfort for adults.

Compact elongated one-piece toilet designs enable an elongated bowl to fi t in a 

round-front space.

What style of toilet do you prefer?

One-piece toilets integrate tank and bowl into a seamless, space-saving design that is easy 

to clean. Some low-profi le models can be installed under a vanity extension when space is at 

a premium. Because of their special design detail, most one-piece KOHLER toilets ship with 

a complementary Quiet-Close™ toilet seat with Quick-Release™ functionality. 

Two-piece toilets feature the traditional design of a separate tank and bowl. Two- and 

three-bolt installation systems provide a sturdy, level connection between the tank and 

bowl, making installation easy.
  One-piece design Two-piece design

 Round-front Elongated Compact 
   elongated

What is a concealed trapway?

Toilets with a concealed trapway feature a smooth surface at the back end of the toilet where 

the trapway would normally be visible. This facilitates easy cleaning and enhances the design 

of the toilet.

  Persuade™  Purist Hatbox®

 K-3654 Comfort Height
  K-3492

Choose from an unrivaled selection of styles, shapes and colors to suit your 

individual preferences. From various bowl shapes and Comfort Height™ models to 

features like concealed trapways – the design possibilities for your bath or powder 

room are as extensive as your imagination.

More Design 
and Style Options
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Power Flush
Class Five™ technology enlists a massive 31/4-inch fl ush valve, combined 

with a fully glazed 21/8-inch trapway, to deliver extraordinary bulk 

fl ushing power

Easy Installation
Exclusive DryLock™ system for two-piece models reduces installation 

time by 40% and helps keep fl oor dry 

Water-Saving Options 
The Class Five HET 1.28 gpf qualifi es as a High-Effi ciency Toilet that 

saves up to 3,200 gallons of water per fi xture per year*

EcoSmart™ tower provides smooth trip lever actuation, ensuring 

consistent, reliable performance with each fl ush

The 31/4-inch fl ush valve maximizes the gravity-fed water momentum 

that provides extraordinary performance

*Based on usage of 10,000 gallons per year using a 1.6 gpf toilet

KOHLER® toilets with gravity-fed fl ushing technologies maximize the natural 

force of water to deliver extraordinary power and completely clean performance. 

Choose from an extensive variety of one- and two-piece models in an array of 

stylish designs and colors. 

1

Gravity Toilets
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 Product Name Onullaore do doluptatis augiamet lobor sim dolorer sequate tatum volobor tissim nis er 

amet, sum irilit vullaore dolum diamet eugiam, susci tatue tat volor irit irilit velisi. Dolorer 

sequate tatum volobor tissim nis er amet, sum irilit vullaore dolum diamet eugiam, susci 

tatue tat volor irit irilit velisi. Onullaore do doluptatis augiamet lobor sim dolorer sequate 

tatum volobor tissim nis er amet, sum irilit vullaore dolum diamet eugiam, susci tatue tat 

volor irit irilit velisi. Dolorer sequate tatum volobor tissim nis er amet, sum irilit vullaore 

dolum diamet eugiam, susci tatue tat volor irit irilit velisi. 

KOHLER® toilets with Ingenium® technology provide complete 3.5-gallon 

performance in a 1.6-gallon package. In addition to its optimized plug resistance, 

this technology also offers signature swirling water action that rinses the bowl clean 

with each fl ush. And for added privacy in any master bath or powder room, these 

toilets are engineered to fl ush quietly. Furthermore, KOHLER toilets with Ingenium 

technology are available in a wide array of designs and colors to accommodate 

the personal preferences of homeowners. 

Gravity Toilets

75

Clean Bowl
Sustained swirling water, a signature feature, rinses the bowl clean 

with each fl ush 

Quiet Performance
Precision-engineered to reduce unnecessary noise for added privacy 

in any bathroom 

Suites and Ensembles
Toilets featuring Ingenium technology integrate with KOHLER suites 

and ensembles for coordinated design appeal

Sustained swirling water helps keep the bowl clean and reduces noise1
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Assisted Toilets KOHLER® toilets with assisted fl ushing technologies are engineered to provide 

unrivaled power, signifi cant water savings and unique design options. Pressure 

Lite® toilets utilize compressed air within the reservoir, and Power Lite® toilets 

feature a .2-hp pump, to optimize performance.

Powerful Flush
Pressure Assist functionality delivers robust, commercial-grade 

fl ushing power 

Quiet Performance
Advanced noise-mapping and frequency analysis ensure quiet performance

Water-Saving Options
1.4- and 1.1-gallon models save 2,000 to 5,000 gallons of water 

per fi xture per year*

The internal vessel pressurizes the water, providing robust fl ushing power

San Raphael™ Power Lite Toilet

Water-Saving Options
1.4- and 1.0-gallon fl ush options save approximately 2,000 to 5,000 gallons 

of water per fi xture per year*

Quiet Performance
Double seal on pump system reduces motor noise for added privacy 

Exclusive Twin Touch™ actuator provides a 1.0-gallon fl ush for light (liquid) 
waste or a 1.4-gallon fl ush for solid waste

.2-hp pump delivers a consistent, powerful and quiet fl ush

*Based on usage of 10,000 fl ushes per year using a 1.6 gpf toilet

1
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Dual Flush Toilets KOHLER® toilets with Dual Flush technology combine exceptional water 

conservation, outstanding fl ushing performance and transitional design 

characteristics. A user-friendly, two-button actuator allows you to choose either 

a 1.6- or .8-gallon fl ush option.

Signifi cant Water Savings
.8-gallon water consumption can save an average family of four 

up to an amazing 25,000 gallons of water each year*

Easy-to-Clean Designs
KOHLER toilets with Dual Flush technology feature design 

characteristics, such as a skirted bowl, that create a streamlined 

aesthetic and an easy-to-clean surface. 

Hygienic Bowl
The integral sanitary guard prevents liquids from collecting 

under the tank

Dual Flush technology is precision-engineered to maximize 
1.6- and .8-gallon fl ush options that offer exceptional 

performance and water conservation

*Based on usage of 25,000 gallons per year using a 3.5 gpf toilet
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.8-gallon fl ush 1.6-gallon fl ush
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